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Abstract—Image quality assessment (QA) mimics the user’s
ability in evaluating image distortion. The presented technique
uses a wavelet analysis and a distance measure associated to it.
As often noticed, the wavelet analysis is a good approximation
of the human visual system (HVS). The main contribution of
this paper is the definition of a wavelet-based euclidean distance
which embeds both, the deep-structure of the images and the
specific orientation of every subband. This new definition of
distance allows for an effective QA almost parameterless.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper deals with full-reference QA ; i.e., the reference
image serves to estimate the distortion in the test image.
Obviously, the distortion measure must mimic the HVS.

So, based on several key studies, the wavelet analysis is
used with the CDF9 7 filter bank. But, other filters can be
used without any modification of the presented technique.

As several researchers already noticed, the wavelet analysis
is a good approximation of the HVS. For quantization without
perceptual effects, Andrew B. Watson et al. [1] weight the
sub-bands of details except the high frequency ones. (i.e.,
those of the first level of decomposition.) The weights are
experimentally estimated. The choice to keep only the sub-
bands of details was also based on experimentation where
humans were situated in a precisely modeled situation.

Following these results, Emil Dumic et al. [2] shift the
weighted wavelet analysis into the QA domain. The analysis
is done on the difference between the reference and test
images. For every subband, the LK−distance – from the
origine (i.e. null distortion) – is measured and weighted. K
is experimentally evaluated. The image quality measure is the
sum of all the distances. The main drawbacks of this technique
that the authors noticed, concerns the number of parameters
and their dependence on the training image database. However,
results on LIVE database are promising.

In their SSIM technique [3], Zhou Wang et al. separate
the quality measurement into three estimates which evaluate
changes in luminance, in chrominance and in structure, with
the help of means, standard deviations and correlations of the
reference and test images. The product of these three estimates
ensures an image quality measure quite stable for different
types of distortions : JPEG and JPEG2000 compression, blur,
white noise and fast fading. In practice, SSIM is locally
estimated for being in adequation with the nonstationary

behavior of the image statistics and of the distortions. Its mean
informs on the overall image quality.

Further investigations of the image statistics enabled Hamid
Rahim Sheikh et al. [4] to model the HVS and the distortions
with random fields (RF). Every subband of the source image
is the product of a scalar RF with a Gaussian vector RF. A
subband is cut into nonoverlapping blocks of M coefficients.
Every block is used to estimate a unit of the source RF. The
distorted image model multiplies the source RF by a scalar
RF and adds a white Gaussian noise RF. The image perceived
(source or distorted) by the HVS is then approximated by
adding a white Gaussian noise RF. As in their previous work,
statistics are used to estimate the RF parameters; means, cor-
relations, covariances and eigenvalues. The Visual Information
Fidelity criterion (VIF) is the mutual information between
the source image and the perceived distorted image relative
to the mutual information between the source image and the
perceived source image.

The Visual SNR [5] is a two-stage measurement for quanti-
fying the visual fidelity of natural images with the basic tools
whom are the wavelet analysis, the root-mean-squared and the
threshold function of contrast SNR. The threshold function is
parabola shaped. And its parameters are estimated via experi-
ments. The wavelet analysis splits the difference, between the
original and distorted images, into subbands whom distortions
are measured through the root-mean-squared and the threshold
function. The first-stage process determines, with the help of
the threshold function, whether the distortion is visible. If it
is not, the test image is deemed of be of perfectly visual
fidelity and the process stops here. Otherwise, the second-stage
process verifies, within a linear combination, the perceived
contrast and the global precedence. The global precedence
corresponds to distortions observable in the multiscale image’s
edges. Thus, the contrast of every subband, relative to the
contrast SNR of the images’ difference, is observed.

These are some of the most noticeable works in the field
from which the presented work is close ; a CDF9 7 wavelet
analysis simulates the HVS activity. As suggested by the
Watson’s study, only the subbands of details are kept, ignoring
those of highest frequencies. But the way to arrange the sub-
bands coefficients is specific. The quality is measured on every
pixel which is described by a coefficient vector provided by
the kept subbands.

Note that deeper is the decomposition level, more pixels



Fig. 1. Implicit localization provided by the wavelet analysis.

Fig. 2. Illustration of the anisotropic Euclidean distance.

are plausibly concerned by a same coefficient. This is a very
simple way to manage a multiscale localization during the
quality measurements. Thus, whatever the distance used, a
multiscale block grouping is implicitly ensured (see Fig. 1).

Moreover, not only the coefficients of the vectors have to
be observed but their orientations too (horizontal , vertical or
diagonal). This property is detailed in section II.

From now, every pixel is described by its M−dimensional
vector descriptor with M = 3∗(J−1) where J is the deepest
decomposition level.

The paper is organized as follow : section II gives the
definition and the usefulness of the wavelet-based Euclidean
distance ; section III explains the experimentations on the
LIVE database ; section IV concludes and provides plausible
future investigations.

II. WAVELET-BASED EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE

The Euclidean distance between two descriptors x =
(x1, · · · , xn)

T and y = (y1, · · · , yn)T :

d2E(x, y) =
n∑

i=1

(xi − yi)
2

does not inform about the information delivered by the
wavelet analysis. It hypothesizes an isotropic space whereas
the wavelet decomposition provides the horizontal, vertical and
diagonal details. This fact was already noticed [5].

Thus, it is more pertinent to use an anisotropic Euclidean
distance which takes into account the orientation information
of the wavelet decomposition. For example, figure 2 shows
five 2D points (n = 2). The Euclidean distances from point
a to points b, c and d are equal and the distance to point e is
greater : d2E(a, b) = d2E(a, c) = d2E(a, d) = 1 and d2E(a, e) =
2. In other words, if the information delivered by the two axes
have to be considered, the isotropic Euclidean distance is not

appropriate. But, following the study of Wang et al. [6], we
can use an anisotropic Euclidean distance :

d2WED(x, y) =
n∑

i,j=1

gi,j(xi − yi)(xj − yj)

where the kernel gi,j is a continuous function positive and de-

creasing monotonically. For example : gi,j = 1√
2πσ2

e−
(i−j)2

2σ2

With σ = 1 and neglecting the normalization constant, we ob-
tain : gi,j ≈ e−

(i−j)2

2 In this way, the descriptors, which share
identical subband coefficients, are close together. With the pre-
vious example, the distances are : d2WED(a, b) = d2I(a, d) = 1,
d2I(a, c) = 1 + e−

1
2 and d2WED(a, e) = 2

(
1 + e−

1
2

)
. If we

consider that the abscissa informs on the approximation coeffi-
cients and that the ordinate informs on the detail coefficients,
the distances dWED shows that points b et d are closer to
point a than is point c. The distance dWED emphasizes that
the approximation coefficients (resp. details coef.) of b (resp.
d) and a are identical, whereas c has no common coefficient
with the point a.

With the help of such a distance, the full-reference qualtity
assessment is based on the wavelet analysis of the reference
and distorted images. After wavelet analysis, every pixel is
described by its descriptor. The mean value of the distances
between pixels of the reference and distorted images informs
on the global quality.

III. EXPERIMENTATIONS

Experiementations are made with pictures from Einstein
image distortion class and a subset of the LIVE DB : Caps,
Monarch, CoinsInFountain, LightHouse, Parrots, Buildings,
Bikes, Carnivaldolls, Plane, Sailing2 and Statue1. No color
information is taken into acount and the maximum level of
decomposition, J , is set to 3.

As lightning in table I, dWED tends to be inversely propor-
tional to SSIM responds.

TABLE I
EINSTEIN CLASS.

Type MSE SSIM dWED

Reference 0 1 0
Mean shifted 144 0.988 0.743432

Contrast 144 0.913 3.93144
Impulse 144 0.840 4.23846

Blurt 144 0.694 5.81087
JPEG 142 0.662 6.70539

Figure 3 shows the results for the Monarch, Coinsinfoun-
tain, Caps and Bikes images. Every subfigure presents the
DMOS/WED graphic of all distortion types for a specific
image. No outlier appears within these tests ; rather, Wed
distance increases almost linearly with the DMOS increasing.

This is not a surprise since wavelet analysis is known as
a good enough method for image texture modeling [1], [5].
By embedding criteria dedicated to other information than

1see http://www.lita.univ-metz.fr/˜paris/IQM for all graphics.



(a) Monarch (b) Coinsinfountain

(c) Caps (d) Bikes

Fig. 3. All kinds of distortion for every image.

structure, this distortion measure could be improved [2]–[5].
More precisely, when focusing on the results of every image
(see table II), the DMOS order is rather well respected ; the
permutations often appear to DMOS values close.

TABLE II
MONARCH CLASS : EVERY TABLE PRESENTS THE DMOS AND dWED

SCORES. THESE TABLES ARE PRESENTED IN A TOP TO BOTTOM ORDER
FOLLOWING THE FAST FADING, BLUR, JPEG2000, JPEG AND WHITE

NOISE DISTORTIONS. IMAGES (ONLY THEIR NUMBER ARE SHOWN, I.E.
136 MEANS IMG136.BMP) ARE SORTED FROM LEFT TO RIGHT IN AN

INCREASING DMOS SCORE ORDER. IN ITALIC FONT ARE dWED SCORE
SWITCHES RELATIVE TO close DMOS VALUES. IN BOLD FONT ARE dWED

SCORE SWITCHES RELATIVE TO WELL SEPARATED DMOS VALUES.

FF 173 139 140
DMOS 0 20.513562 21.877024

dWED 0 4.31265 3.29115
138 137 136

DMOS 32.192736 44.623209 45.178036
dWED 4.03691 4.03006 16.6098

Blur 173 96 103
DMOS 0 23.235457 40.401065

dWED 0 9.16106 17.9687
3 37 11

DMOS 41.815718 52.476834 75.924502
dWED 19.3419 26.6465 32.3561

J2K 22 204 105
DMOS 0 0 2.286567

dWED 0 0 0.841032
61 56 208 160

DMOS 32.095587 45.830526 47.210258 53.410305
dWED 5.33334 8.43113 13.6543 22.9705

JPG 48 211 96 178
DMOS 0 0 22.2118765 28.606784

dWED 0 0 0.811645 4.74047
94 18 170 209

DMOS 29.627782 51.843327 56.267205 58.698769
dWED 3.68035 9.27993 22.1034 22.1034

WN 173 82 1
DMOS 0 23.942759 28.449051

dWED 0 4.6666 5.93618
17 140 34

DMOS 41.169595 49.086752 65.730292
dWED 17.9581 26.9442 68.9264

In addition, the figure 4 provides complementary infor-
mation. Every subfigure shows the results for one kind of
distortion. The white noise distortion responds identically for
all images. For the other graphics, greater is the distortion,
more they are spreadings ; but the average direction is kept,

except for the blur distortion which seems to split itself into
two directions with the increase of the distortion magnitude.

(a) Fast fading (b) Blur

(c) Jpeg2K (d) Jpeg

(e) White noise

Fig. 4. Every kinds of distortion for all images : J = 3.

So, the investigation of the effect of the maximum level
of decompostion, J , was done. Figures 5 and 6 show the
distortion graphics for J = 4 and 5 respectively. According
to the author’s knowledge, this question, already posed [5], is
still opened.

At first glance, an analysis with J = 5 gives the best results.
However, it does not mean that a lower or greater J should
not be used for other images. So, this maximum level needs to
be estimated. The best bases selection method (BBS) [7] or a
relative contratst sensitivity measure at every sub-band could
be used [5].

Figure 7 shows the BBS technique results ; the maximum
value for J is set to 8 and its effective value is 2. Abscissa
is the WED distance when using the BBS technique and
ordinate is the WED distance with J = 5. If the relationship
is roughly linear for the blur and JPEG200 distortions it is not
for fast fading distortion. Moreover, if the BBS is done for the
original and distorted images separately, we have no guaranty
that J will be the same. These first findings encourage us to
investigate for an image QA adapted version of the BBS.

Until now, we have done no study for estimating the
maximum level, J , with a subband-based contrast sensitivity
measurement. However, the paper by Chandler et al. [5] seems
a way forward.



(a) Fast fading (b) Blur

(c) Jpeg2K (d) Jpeg

(e) White noise

Fig. 5. Every kinds of distortion for all images : J = 4.

IV. CONCLUSION

The present paper proposes an adaptive distance measure-
ment in the context of image quality assessment. The distor-
tion, between the original and test images, is characterized
by the subband orientations of a wavelet analysis ; every
pixel is described, in wavelet domain, by its vector descriptor
constituted of the spatial frequencies coefficients which embed
a pixel-based neighborhood. With the help of the anisotropic
WED distance, both, subband orientations and pixel-based
neighborhood are taken into account.

The first experiments encourage us to keep this kind of
distance when wavelet analysis is used. More investigations
must be done to embed a contrast modification measurement
and, maybe, to determine the kind of distortion observed.
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(a) Fast fading (b) Blur

(c) Jpeg2K (d) Jpeg

(e) White noise
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blur and JPEG2000 distortion of the Monarch image.


